'shades' had just wreathed upward for a ghostly gathering of the whis-
pering clan and gone away. Had they come to give their verdict?
Strange ... a new meaning. .. Why had I not seen it so before?
. . . The downward rays of the sun were Joy! Joy set against and dispelling
the mean hatreds that were all the sorrows of this world.
That then was what the old Druids knew? Was that what the family
ghosts flickering in lambent blue there above the graves in the graveyard
had been trying to whisper to me?
The truth to set against the woes of this world is Joy!'
Joy it is that elevates and transfigures Life.
Olgivarma in despair:Pah! And you think you have discovered something?
Wliy, the old Greeks all knew that. Everybody knows it. And here you are
just picking it up! Oh, Frank, my dear, throw it away and forget it. Just
stick to Architecture. You are safe there.
Of course, my girls were right. They always are! So we all laughed and
I threw the thing away. My innocent little excursion into 'writing' was
one more blasted hope.
THE MORAL
And I here admit that like all truth, this one—the ancient Druid
symbol \[/ which the Lloyd-Jones family adopted as its own is dangerous
because so few of us ever learn here on earth to know the difference be-
tween Joy and Pleasure. The dead know. When will the Living learn?
Sentimentality is not sentiment, although if I had the skill to make the
Allegory stand, sentimentality might have persuaded the more foolish
among you otherwise. And Selfhood is not selfishness, though it is often
hard for any but a Lloyd-Jones to know when the one is eating up the
other. No, Joy is not pleasure. And the abuse of the good is so often taken
for the good itself, that symbols are no longer good themselves.
That is truth.
And what can American wagery know of Joy when it is working so
desperately hard and overtime in order to live for pleasure?
THE FOUR SEASONS IN FOUR VERSES
Somewhat akin to the unconvincing Allegory, here is an early study in
aspirates: sibilant verses to be whispered. My mother came over when
she read *the study' and said gravely, 'My boy, when a young man starts
versifying it is a sign.' She didn't say a sign of deterioration, but I knew.
This early abstraction and design in the fashioning of a verse to render
the movement of the subject—the Breeze—into its own rhythm, starting
slowly, enlivening and dying down, belongs to the same period as the
Work Song. Both, as you see, are experiments in straight-line or stream-
lined design that really belong on the drawing board because both are
abstract-pattern in line and colour. Unfamiliar at least, and unlikely in
words, although Edgar Allan Poe seemed often to come pretty close.
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